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What is DANRA?

“The goal is to create a 70-year 

atmospheric reanalysis for Danish 

area with the Harmonie-2.5 km

Numericical Weather Prediction 

model. A near term goal is to have 

a 30+ year reanalysis for 1990-2020 

by the end of 2023.”

https://dmidk.github.io/danra-docs/intro.html

https://dmidk.github.io/danra-docs/intro.html%0d


How is DANRA stored?

• indidual GRIB files per variable, level-type, level

• packed in .tgz-file per data-kind (forecast, analysis) 
and date

• stored in directory structure, per day, month, year



What is the problem?

What were the air 
temperatures like in 

the summers of 
1990s in Blokhus?

How have wind-
patterns changed 
along the Danish 

west coast?

What are 
characteristic urban 
temperatures for the 

last 30 years in 
Denmark?

What were the 
meteorological 

conditions surrounding 
the storm in December 3 

Dec 1999?
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How is DANRA (also) stored now?

all variables* and levels** across entire

30-years in 3 three .zarr datasets

*: only prognostic variables for now, diagnostic variables (for example precipitation, which 
are derived from forecast files) are to come
**: only near-surface (100hPa and 100m) levels processed so far



So what is this “zarr” thing? - Functionally like netCDF



So what is this “zarr” thing actually?

• functionally like netCDF for the end-user

• a specification for how to store multi-dimensional array 
data, in
• predefined directory structure (each subdir is a separate 

variable)

• data is chunked by dimensions of array (e.g. [time,x,y] for CAPE, 
but [time,x,y,level] for moisture on pressure levels)

• meta-information stored separately

• Storing by-variable, chunked and with separate meta-
data allows for very access:
• Only required chunks are fetched and opened

• No server/API needed (!) the specfication is the API



How do convert GRIB to zarr?

?

dataset.zarr

gribscan + rechunker



How do convert GRIB to zarr?
gribscan + rechunker

https://github.com/leifdenby/gribscan/tree/harmonie-rotated-and-lambert-grids

Create index file
for each GRIB source file

Assemble dataset from index files

Open
dataset

https://github.com/leifdenby/gribscan/tree/harmonie-rotated-and-lambert-grids


How does this look from 
a user perspective?



How do convert GRIB to zarr?
gribscan + rechunker

But, what is it with all these json files? I thought you were making a zarr dataset?
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How do convert GRIB to zarr?
gribscan + rechunker

https://github.com/pangeo-data/rechunker

Rechunker is a Python package which enables efficient and 

scalable manipulation of the chunk structure of chunked array 

formats such as Zarr and TileDB. Rechunker takes an input array 

(or group of arrays) stored in a persistent storage device (such as 

a filesystem or a cloud storage bucket) and writes out an array 

(or group of arrays) with the same data, but different chunking 

scheme, to a new location. Rechunker is designed to be used 

within a parallel execution framework such as Dask.

Create actual .zarr dataset using
rechunker, setting chunk-sizes to 

match access pattern

https://github.com/pangeo-data/rechunker
https://zarr.readthedocs.io/en/stable/
https://tiledb.com/
https://dask.org/


Why am I doing this?

Converting DANRA to zarr makes it easy to

• construct machine learning training datasets from it
(and encourage ML LAM community to convert their datasets to 
zarr)

• allow other downstream applications to easily work with DANRA

What are 
characteristic urban 
temperatures for the 

last 30 years in 
Denmark?

What were the 
meteorological 

conditions 
surrounding the 

storm in December 3 
Dec 1999?

What were the air 
temperatures like in 

the summers of 
1990s in Blokhus?

How have wind-
patterns changed 
along the Danish 

west coast?



Demo time
interactive visualiser reading directly from zarr stored on scale

code on: https://gitlab.dmi.dk/lcd/danra-viz“running” on: http://volta.dmi.dk:5006/

https://gitlab.dmi.dk/lcd/danra-viz
http://volta.dmi.dk:5006/


What’s next?

• DANRA in zarr copied to object-store (European Weather cloud or Amazon S3)

• Create Jupyter notebooks (ideally Jupyter book) to showcase how to a) access and b) use DANRA to 
stored in zarr

• End-users can read any part of DANRA they want directly from object store (!) with no request 
latency

code repo: https://gitlab.dmi.dk/nwp/danra/danra_to_zarr

DANRA 
in zarr

European Weather Cloud or
Amazon S3 object-store

Happy end-user / researcher

Accesses entire dataset directly 
fetching only needed parts 

without latency

https://gitlab.dmi.dk/nwp/danra/danra_to_zarr


What’s next for zarr at DMI?

• We could (operationally) convert DINI and other suites to zarr
• Or at least automatically create the gribscan-indexes to allow reading

• We could convert other raster datasets to zarr to improve ease of 
access and use (project to convert CARRA already in pipeline)

I am happy to help out!

code repo: https://gitlab.dmi.dk/nwp/danra/danra_to_zarr

https://gitlab.dmi.dk/nwp/danra/danra_to_zarr

